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A N T I G 0 H B

by Loch Goldberg,

transl :ted from the

Hebrew by John Glucker0

Lek Goldberg (1911-1970) ircs one of the most origincl of the

first nenoration of Israeli roots0 Born in Koenigsberg, C1eraay, she

was educ ed in Lithuania, whore her fmily settled while she ‘me a

child, and in universities in Germany and Italy, where she sLudied

Semitic Philoiogy end Italian Literature0 Her doctoral dissertation

was concerned ‘:Lh Dantc s poeLic techiaques0 For nary years after han

arrival in Israel. she edited a number of literary ma mires and conLlr’Led

her research in the history of European literature0 For the lest 18 ears

of her life she taught European Literature at the Hebrew University of

Jerusalem, and at the time of her death was Professor and Head of the

Department of Literature0 Apart from her creative work, she has

published books in Hebrew and German on the history and velopment

the Ruronean short story; on the Symbolist lioverent in France,

Germany and Russia; on nineteenth-century Russian literature; on

Pctrerch, Tolstoy and Dostoyevski — as well as a large number of

articles dealing with various aspects and problems in the history of

:ioclern European literature0

In her poetry, she was one of the first Hebrew writers to use the

spcken idiom 0f modern Israel as her chief linguistic vehicle, without

renouncing the older layers of literary Hebrew and the associations end

reminiscences that go with them0 At first sight, her poems appear

‘notura]H, ‘frees and colloquial; but when one starts digging below

the surface one finds great precision in the use of words and images

and a meticulous - almost pedantic — adherence to the classical norms

of metre and stucture she knew so well as a professor of literature0

I have done my best in this translation to keep close to the original

metro and shructurc of the poem, and to convey something of the stark

simplicity of her Hebrew style0 Stuart Fortey has cast his critical

eye on the translation, and all the shortcomings which still remain are

my own0

Dr0 Goldberg was a. great lover of Greek literature, which she knew

in the original, end, apart from a number of poems on Greek thces, one

can find Creek reminiscences and a]luaions scattered about many of her

poems0 The present poem was written in 1958, and the heroine is

obviously an Antigone who has witnessed much worse things than her

on ginal0 Behind her is tb.. Holocaust of European Jeury end two

Israeli—Arab wars0 In front of hcr000013ut let the poem speak for

itself0

A0

ihow try to sleep0 Try now to rest a little0

So be it0 So it is0 All you were told0

It was no treason0 It lime aU boon written

Upon the soil that carr.od you of old0

Another day0 Another Thirds wore greeting

‘‘ith song tile eanig morning of Lho dead0

And the survivors — they lived on, jest fleeting:

Through market, town, streat, home — they always had0
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Yot wandered on lone emonrst the tombs0 StonesSpoke but to you olone: on judemcnt dryYou shell bear witness to it all0 BeyondThis world you shall have nothing mojc to say0

But all is silent now0 Even your deedNo longcr want to hoer the words you seidTry now to sloop a while, to rest your head0Now rest0 Meie peace at l:;st with your own fate0

aNo rein will come0 The clouds on thc• horizonAre hei,ing like dead witnesses to thoseThjns that will never be0 And roan arc risingSecure0 The citizens now leave their homes0

You raconize them0 Hundreds of your brothersWho sar the dawn of death when it arrived0Sco how they march0 How they forget those ethers0They must live on a while; live their own lives0

No ml n will come0 No raln0 The soil must haveAbandoned hope, end learned with the yearsThat stifled, lonely silence of the grave,That quiet fiowin of your soundless tears0

No rein will cone0 It hepp.ncd eli0 No more0Try now to live0 To live without the storm0

**

DTEZAEMOTUPJTEOLANO (Pesu 17, p020)

A reader in Heidelberg writes:

Vor riles habo ich don klassischon Limerick aus Pozzuolizu wrdieri, desson forma].e Parfektion unUbertrefflich 1st0Inhrltlich mchte ich allordings zu bedonken gebcn, dass neulichdoch vicle Einwohnor vor den bredysoism aeflohen sind, olsPoseidon den Spruch omcc i3p.uQeinmel vergass0 Es schoint,class cc dock noch mg1ich 1st rto surprise 105a0r
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THE CENTRAL_TTiLIC DIALECTS

by T0J0Hunt

(T0J0Hunt was a student in Exeter0 Ho now has an I•0A0 from Princeton

after a cheaucred academic career0 Edt)

l roduc ion0

The urnosc of this paner is to present in graphic form some of

the features of the languanos and dialects for which we have evidence

in central Italy f:’om the 6th century B0C0 up until irnerLal Roman

times0 All of the data has been presented before, but it has usually

been presented in such a war as to obscure its internal relationships0

By moans of mps and diagrams I hope to clarify the situation somewhat0

This j riot the first attempt to bring the methods of dialect geogra)hy

to th elucidation of ancient evidence, including the Italic dialects,

as we shall see, but more data. will be presented graphically than

previously, and every effort will be made to avoid confusion which has

resulted from poorly designed reoresentations0

Of course, there are inherent problems in attempting to rcrcseiit

the data of languagwhich are no longer oken, and for which the

evidence is often scanty at best0 But any means of bringing light

to problem—areas is justified, provided that we keep in mind the

hy-pothescswhich we have used to reach any conclusions0

2 The Italic dialects

The term Itnlic dialectst has received different intcrpreta.tic:s

at differ -‘nt times0 It was understood by Conway (1887 and 1897),

Ernout (mO9), Buck (1928), Schrinen (1922), and Vetter (1953) as

consistirg of all the language’s and dialects which belonged to the

Latin-Faliscan and OscoUmbrion grouns (see Hap A)0 Pulgra.m (1958:199—200),

however, poir.ts out th-’t archaeolop.ists and linguists use the term to

denote nil the dialects of Italy which form a branch of the Thdouropean

tree of languages, and that, more specifically, the UItalici have

traditionally been considered as the roa•-La.tin tribes of Italy, and

sometimes as just the tribes which soke Oscan and Umbrian dialects0

In this paper I shall employ the term, qualified by the geographical

term ‘central, to denote membership of the Indo-Euronean languages in

central Italy0

The description of genelogicml affiliations within the central

Italic dialects ha changed greatly over the last one handred years0

The reason for such change has not been the discovery of any sizeable

number of new pieces of evidence, indeed the er:ount of evidence is SO

small as to prevent any certain conclusions about the liug’uisc

relatioiships, but a refusal to accept th:t geographic proximity is

necessarily a cogent argument in establishing connections0 The

traditional faniiiy—tree of Italic 1anguacs has been

Proto—Italic

F—
Faliscan Latin F

Osc:n Umerian
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This tree—dicgrua is drawn by &eler (1966) in the most recent discussion
of the Italic dilects, but he confesses that there is no convincing
nrument for accepting that Faliscan and Latin are closely related beneath
Proto—Itelic, or thal Faliscan cead Lntin form a group against the recog—
nisably distinct Osco—Tjabrian group0 Indeed it seems possible that
Faliscan, Latin, and Osco—Umbrien trace their independent descents back
to Indo—Euroceen, and any features common to two or more of tholanguages
arc the result of parallel development or borrowing0 Thus the traditiona]1,y
balanced stemnata, such as in the dia:ram above, are out of ante, just as
much as aaiy of the simplifying diagrsns which purnort to show linguistic
relationships0 Thus we shall 1e-ve tuic Stanabaum theory behind, and look
at other modes of representation in order to see if they can help us to
gather a picture of the likely origins of the central Italic dialects0

In Map A we see several other dialects which have not been mentioned
yet0 Those named dialects within the continuous toothed line are generally
reckoned to be dialects of Ocean and Umbrian; only Voiscian is thought to
be a dialect of Umbrian, while Sabine, Picentine, Acquian, Vcstini’n,
Hernican, i!arsian, Pclicnian, and harrucinian are belicvd to be dialects
of Osc-n0 In addition, because of the rcl”tivc wealth of Latin evidence,
there is a consiclerablo amount of evidence of dialectic forms of Latin,
narticularly at Prncnestc, Tibur, Ardea, and Lanuviu’,al1 of which were
towns in Latium0 Overall we should remembr that linguistic divisions
used in thc maps correspond with the territorial boundaries of the tribes
of central Italy about L+OO B0C0 These boundaries were established mcceptb1yby PIominsen (1C5O)

Our sources i?’ knowledge of the central Italic dialects arc mainly
inscriptions, where the dialect forms arc necessarily identified ith the
place of discovery except where intern’l evidence forbids such identification0
Secondly there arL many refereneem to dialectic forms among Roman authors,
particularly Varro, Servius, Fcstus, Toremitius Scaurus, Pliny, Ma.crobius,Aulus Gellius, and so on0 Thirdly we have the evidence of Latin inscriptionsoutside Ro:.e which botrg non—standard spellings0 Lastly there is the
urrc1ia:blo evidence of family and place—names0 Whatever the source of
evidence is, we should note that such a thing as a synchronic record of adialect, other than the reasonably well—attested Latin, is impossible;
what we have instead is a collection of data taken from different periods
of time, and from locations which often have to serve as typic:1 renrcsenta-tives of the whole tribal (and linuistic) area in which they lie0 Thus a.form found at Iguvium in Umbria tends to be considered as Umhrian simplybecause thc town happened to lie within the limits of Umbria. — indeed there
is little evidence cf Umbrian other than that found at Iguviua0 So we
cannot eqcct to be able to trace fine gradations of dialect, and shall
usually be faced with distinctly different dialectic forms0 But is that
necessarily harmful in comparison th the vast anounts of data, for a
spoken language which enable a dialect—geographer to prove any point he
may wish to make with the use of suitable data?

50 P

As far as I have been able to discover, only two scholars have cc: nItteddialectic dta to maps, as far as the central Italic dialects are ccncerncd0
They wore Conw’y (l8L7), maci Schri-ion (l922)
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Conway believed thal the pplication of Verner’ s Law could

explain the presence or absence of rhotacism of —s— in intervocalic

nositjon in Latin and other Italic dialects0 In the dialect map

which accomoanied his description (Iap B, with irrelevant details

omitted), Conway atteanted to show the scope of rhotacism0 The

reap is clear and gives en immediate ierression of rhotacisni in the

northern half of the area end southwards along the coasts, and lack

of rhotacism (retention of intervocalic —s— ) in the scuth and north—

wards along the Apenninc chain of mountains0 (Does this suggest

that rhotacism was an innovation, possibly from Etruscan, which

spread towards Oscar?) The only criticism which I havi of Conway’ s

map is that ho allowed the tentative area of probable and non-probable

rhotacism to be shown on the map in the cases of Picentine, Voiscian,

and iarruciaian, bared m’inly on the evidence of plcc names, end yet

managed to leave blank some crucial tribal areas, such as Vestinian,

Aequien, Hernican, ILersion, Auruncanian, and Putulian0

Schrijnen concerned himself with three significant features of

the Italic dialects aaninst Latin0 These were the development of

Indo—Europecn labio—velars, as manifested by Latin qu end Italic p;

the development of Indo-Europecn medial voiced eapiretes, as in Ltin

rubcr, but the borrowed rufus; and the development of Indo—Europern

initial voiced aspirates Thh, dh, h, into Latin f, I’, ii, end Italic

h, h, f, respectively0 Tho results of Schrijnen’s cartography (ieap C),

arc confusing, but once understood, are interesting The confusion

lies in his failure to mark on which side of each isogloss the appropriate

features occurred0 Thus we have to make frequent references to his text

in order to understand his isoglosscs0 The presence of crowefeet (>)

on one side of each isoaloss line would have made the whole situation

clearer0 In addition the presence of a. .prachinsc1 at Lanuvium in

Latiumn, as regards the labioveiar,passes without comment in the text0

Thus I feel that there is scope for an improvement in the re

presentation of data, and in the charting of further significant data;

these will be the aires of the next section0

4 The evidence

We have already noticed that scholars have tended to use only

the four dialects Latin, Paliscan, Oscan, and Umbrian in their treatment

of the central Italic dialects0 In this paper I shall not depart

from this tendency as the amount of data from the other dialects is

very email, end not sufficient to prove any major points0 There is

enough data for the tentative ascription of minor to major dialects,

and sometimes forms from the minor dialects have been used to supply
missing forms in their parents, as we shall see0

Palmer (l54:7—9) sets out the evidence for relationships among
the central Italic dlialocts0 After an explanatory introduction of
the methods employed in establishing linguistic relationships, he
lists the following agreements of tho Italic dialects against the
received tradition of Indo-European:
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(i) i *Ja
(2) ou (reudh_> Laf. rubor)(3) I-E *r/1>r/
(Lf) i—:
(5) i— voicàd aspirates> voiceless fricatives(6) I—: intervocalic — becomes voiced(7) I-H tt) ss
(8) I-: 0k’c or (Lat0 inue: Osc0 pmie) 4(9) IE final —t>d

However, only (4) and (9) are peculiar to Italic; (1) is COfflOfl toall I—H dialects except Sanskrit, (2) is found in Venetic end hessapian,other dialects of Italy, (3) is found in Venetic and Illyrian, (5) is adevelopment of Hellenistic Greek, (6) is a common occurrence which is notrestricted to any particular 1—H groupin, (7) is found in Germanic andCeltic, and (8) is one of the main pieces of evidence used to support thenotion that Celtic has affinities with Italic below the level of I—EIn modern terms, we could call Ci), (3), (5), (6) and (7) exEulples ofsurface phonetic chanGe, which are of little value independently inestablishin the identity of Italic, but which toethcr form a formidablebody of data which is consolidated by the following morpholoical evidence:
(1) extension of ablative in —d from c—stern nouns to others (e0 Lat0praidad for booty’ , Oscan toutad ‘for the peoplc)(2) development of four verbal conjugation—classes(3) form 0±’ imperfect (Lat0 erant ‘they were = Osc0 fufens)(4) passive in —r (Lat0 sacratur is consecrated = Osc0 sakarater)(5) supine (Lat0 obscrvatu ‘to observe: = Osc anzcriatu(6) erundive (Lat0 secrandne consecrating’ = Osc salcrannas)(7) fusion of aorist and perfect into one tense—form(8) fusion of subjunctive and optative into one.ood

Palmer states that, whureas phonetic chcinbcs are often clue to :eoraphica1prodmity, morphological similarities arc usually not due to borrouin,,but to a common source, and are therefore of greater significance0 Sohe accepts that the Italic dialects are descended from what we can call‘Proto—Italic and are not independent languages which have tkcn Ofl asimilar appearance as a result of geographic prod.mity0

IPalmer then establishes the independence of the Italic dialects :beneath Proto—Italic0 As his interest is the Latin langua,e, hedistjnuishes it from Osco—Umbrian, and estimates that a Latin speaker
*

could understand only 3040% of Oscan or Umbrian — he omits any mentionof Faliscan in this respect0 The following examples of cUfference aregiven :

Phonological

W(1) I—m *k Lat0 cuis who : Osc0 pis
(2) I— medial voiced aspirate > Lat0 tibi for you’, uec’ia ‘micicllc

Osc tefo
,(3) dissimilation of initial voiceless stop in a cluster;Lat0 Octa.vius. scriptae ‘writings’ Osc0 Uhtavius, scriftas(4) syncooe Lau arito let hlL c1o , hortus 2-reen Csc8 ammd hu:7(5) I—H final —a) Lat0 vi, ‘way, atr black’ : Osc0 viu, atmliorphological:

(6) nominative plural Lat0 ai, —oi (—ae, —I): Osc0 —as, —os(7) future tense Lat0 —bo: Osc0, Umbr0 subjunctive —ast, est(8) infinitive Latin esso to bu’ : Csc ezum, Uibr0 erum
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Of course we are entirely dependent on written cviulence in recoilsrucin
the suokcn sounds of Italic, and must come to decisions on eqUmt1fl
ranhei:cs with phonetic forms and phonemes0 Goner: fly I ha1l prefer
a phonetic to a phonemic solution on the assumption that a phonemic
standard uritin systc had not boon developed for Paliscall, Oscan, and
Umbrian by the t:ie of Roman domination in the 2nd century B0C0 Even
if a standard. writin; system were in use, a phonetic interpretation is
not excluded, as we shall see from some solling variations, narticularly
niOfl the vowels0 he shall now look at tile evidence for the I’calic
dialects under the obrics of Phonoloy, Lrphoioy, and Lcco

Phonology

Previous graphic treatments of the Italic dialects, as we have
seen, have concentrated on the consonants0 Yet there were some
interesting developments among the vowels, and this p “per will attoant
to balance the account0 But, first of an, l us look briefly at the
consonants0

Consonants

According to Lchmann (1952) Proto—indo—European contained the
following consonants

1.J
p t k k

w
u

bh dh gi

Of course we do not know at what stage the Italic dialects broke aw’-’y
from I- and develoned their own rocognisable features0 But as P I
was constructed on the evidence of Italic among other dialects, we aq
as well assume that the above system was the one which Italic received0
The data for correspondences between the dialects is listed in Appendix A,
and the summary of deviations only from the tradition is as follows

I- F-liscmn Latin Oscan Umbrian

“b p b b b
bh initial h f f

medial f b f f
dh initial h, f f, h f f

medial f d,b f f
k g

gh initial f h h h
mcdi ‘1 h h h
after nasal velar g

k p p
after consonant b
before consonant b b
elsewhere v b
initial f
medial v f
after consonant f f

(Blanks indicate a lack of evidence0) This table shows that Latin was
more conservative and tried to retain distinctions between subtly different
(to our ears) sounds, although the original sounds usually underwent
cnanae in aatjn. A comparison of the consonantal repertoire of the
four dialects is intercsting
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Latin p t k k’ Faliscan p t k

b d C d

f h £ h
V

Oscan p t k Ucbrian p t Ic

b d g b d g

f h f h
V

Out of 12 PIE phonemes, Latin kept 8 and introduced 3 new ones; Faliscan
kept only 5 and brought in 2 new ones; Oscanretc’ined 6 and introduced

3, the voiced labio—dental fricative v being roduct of I—E cliphthonp
as we shall see; Umbriar developed the same i’honology as Ocean, except
that v was not produced0 It is worth noting that Faliscan seems to have
retained only d of the voiced stops, although Giacomelli suggests that
the use of c and for g and b was simply orthogrphic; however,
surely this argument is refuted by the existence of b, at least, in Latin
inscriptions at Falerium, where we rind ahelese for the adjective abellensis
belonging to Abella’? It is interesting to note that, if, with the
eaception of d, the Faliscans always used the unvoiced farm in writing for
the unvoiced and the voiced sound, then the repertoire of Latin and Faliscan
would be much more similar, as far as the evidence goes0 (For a p:rallel
example of a writing system which seems to allow only d among the voiced
stops, we may compare Ilycenaean Greek of the Linear B syllbary0)

If we add to these findings the evidence of rhotacism which Conway
(1887) presented, then we have the following statistical position:

Agreements of Latin with Faliscan - 2; wIth Ocean 7; with Umbrian 8
Areencnts of Faliscan with Ocean

— ; with Umbrian 3 4

A’reemcnts of Oscar with Umbrian — l5

Out of 17 sound—changes which took place in the Italic dialects (of
which evidence is lacking in 8 cases in Faliscan, and 1 in Oscan and
Umbrian), we get numerical confirmation that Oscar and Umbrian are closely

related, but the position between Latin and Faliscan is by no means as clear0
However statistics of this quantitative nature are not necessarily proof

of anything, and we can only say that the evidence of the consonants suggests

a close connection between Oscar and Umbrian, perhaps as a result of gco—

graphic proximity0 Both Palmer (l95Lf:60) and Giacomelli (1963:126) point

out that Etruscan seems to confuse f and 1’. at times, and see in this a
suggestion that the complementarity of distribution of these two sounds in

Latin and Faliscan (as well as in Sahine, and in Latin at Praeneste, 15

miles east of Rome) is evidence of Etruscan influence0 Indeed Palmer

playfully suggests that Faliscan is a lingua latina in bocca toscana0

Vowels

Whereas Lchmann (1952) posited tho following vocalic phonemes in PIE:

e a 0
C

± e a 0 u

the Italic dialects demand a system (including dip hthnng5)as follows

i u i u

eo co eu ou ei oi

a ci
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Unfortunately vowel length is recorded for certain only in Lcttin inOng

the Italic dialects (in inscriptions and metre), so there is no point

in attempting to discuss length as a phonaiic feature in the Italic

dialects as a whole. However we may see how length in Indo-fliropean

vowels affected the quality of their derivatives in Italic:

TeE (Proto-Italic) Latin Peliscan Oscan gpfl

* a a

a a a

(final) a u u

• e e e e e

e e,i e,i e,i

i e i i

r i i i,ei

0 0 01U O,U

uo

U u u,o iu,u u

u,o u u,i

TJrns afl the central Italic dialects had a five vowel system. Inevitably

we must doubt some of the vowels presented as being simply ‘mis-spellings’,
and con ezqwct the alternation of i and Wu on the pounds of a lack of
stand.,rd orthography, but the devel6ment otftnal -A into - is the only
really significint change.

The diphtoms,becyise of their greater ccapledty and lar;er potential
deviations, tire more interesting:

(Proto-Italic) Lz.tin Oscan Vjrii

ci Si,e tsi e

an ma o cu,av o,u

.1. r e ei e

eu u,i ou,oi,o uv,au 0

oi r,u oi ui u,e

on U 0 uv o,u

The diphthongal systems of the dialects wer° :

Latin Paliscan Oscexr. ui

oiou eiou
r’iau sian aiau

Umbrian had no diphthongs as we have seon. Lot us now look at the vowel
system of each of the dialects in turn.
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Faliscan was fairly conservtive in the retention of the number
of vocalic uhonemes, but the orthography makes difficult the distinction
between graphemes and phonemes0 For example, we find derivatives of
“leudh— (=Lat0 liber) in the forms loufir, loifirta. However,
although the number of phonemes in Feliscan is close to that of Proto—
Italic, their place of occur1ce has undergone much change0 The Feliscan
pure vowels developed from Proto—Itoflc as follows

Proto—Itcjjc

Faliscan

d. U 0 mU cu
OU

e i

The diphthongs evolved as follows

Proto—Italic

F1i c an au
4

No clear pattern er:erges from this data, beyond the relative
of the Faliscan vowels0

conservatism

Oscon tended to simplify its vowel system, on the other hand,
lthough its tremtmcnt of diphthongs was again conservative:

Proto—Italic

050 asi

C I

e I rAy

mt ci ci

ci UI ei

4

Oscan was the only dialect to retain ci and to introduce ui (unless this
is simply a written variant of oi)0 The development of u into iu is
probably not phonemic, but simply a palatal pronunciation of u as is seen
in the British pronunciation of tune, cute, etc0 akat is of most interest
is the development of au and eu to my and cv (written uv or un), which
is reminiscent of modern Greek f/mvau, and o’ov, according to the
voice of the following sound0

Umbrian went to the extreme of reducing all its diphthon:s to mono—
phthongs:

Proto—Italic

Umbrie

It is worth noting that there was a tendency for a three vowel system
of maximal differentiation to develap whore mid—vowels were raised as
follows

C

U

0’
/

a

Latin is the most interesting of the Italic dialects in its tre, .t—
mont of vowels, mrinly because it has its own dialects which show variations
from standard orthography0 The most plentiful source of d ta, including
the oldest discovered piece of Latin, is the town of Pracneste, end it is
preferred by Ernout (1906) to the evidence from Tibur, Pisaurum, and Capua
for this reason, and because the inhbitants were known to be nroud of their
identity, according to Plautus, and thus preserved their local sneech against

: uouu
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the infiltration of Roman Latin0 &nout believes that Prrenestine forms
the natural transition between Latin and Oscan0 Let us compare the
development of diphthongs in standard Latin, Praenestine Latin, and
Oscan to teat statement:

Proto-Italic Roman Latin Praenestine Latin Oscan

* ci ci (>ac) e
ei ± e ei
oi u,i 0 Ul

mu au o av,au

U ou;>o uv,oU
ou U 0 UV

On this evidence which shows Praenestine to be closer to Umbrian on
account of its reduction of diphthongs, ±t seems difficult to agree with
Ernout As Ernout says, Praenestine follows the vowel, while Latin
follows the sonant quality of the diphthong; and Oscan preserves the
diphthong0 In its treatment of the pure vowels Pracnestine is reminiscent
of Faliscan in that it hows alternation of e/i in comparison with Latin
to the point of complementary distribution; Latin ± = Pracnestine in
hiatus and open syllable, and Latin e = Pr:aenestine i in closed syllables
followed by r/n e g0 Praen0 filemi = Lat0 liae Praen0 vellan = Lat0viulcu,
Praen stircus = Lat0 stercus, Praen0 hercus = Lat0

Standard Latin was fairly conservative, preserving pure vowels in
ciuality end length, but it permitted only low cliphthongs (Le0 those with

as the first element) to be continued:

Proto—Italjc e a o i ei oi ou u e,u ci au
I •%%%\ / I

Latin e a o ±

It is of interest to note that Praenestine had already reduced the
only two remaining diphthongs of Latin to monophthongs, as later happened
in Vul,ar Latin0 Of course, even in classical times, nuthors gave warnings
aboat the pronunciation of mu which tended to become o connonly0 But Latin
still retained minimal pairs such as aula ‘flute’: oll (variant of
‘she’, and, indeed, nu has passed into Sicilian, Romanian, and Portuguese
(as ou)

What conclusions can we draw, then, about isoglosses that can be drawn
to prove linguistic affinities in the Italic dialects? It seems that we
have a mass of data which does not conform to any clear-cut pattern —but
then is this not generally the Case? Certainly it would be foolhardy to
take any one isogloss, as was done in the centus/satem isogloss in Indc
European0 And yet crc there any significant bundles of isoglosscs? The
answer must be that there is no such sot of bundlcs which sho incontrovertibly
what the relationships of the Italic dialects arc0 In ‘ddition, becanse of
the paucity of data, especially in this necessarily short paper, the drawing
of isoglosses is made difficult by the fact that lines will tend automatically
to follow the tribal boundaries and therefore obscure each other, as we have
already seen in Schrijnens map0 W can best achieve our alias with the
use of schematic diag.ccms which we owe more to the Wellenthcorie diamr n
of Johannes Schmidt than to the Stcrnmbanm chart of August Schleiciier0
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The significant iso1osses anon the vocalic evidence are

l Final -a>—u (Oscan, Um’orian)
2 Diphthongs reduced to monop1ithons (Umbrian, Prreriestine)

3 Diphthongs with second element a back vowel become vowel—
consonant roup (Oscan)

4 Tendency to heighten c>i (Faliscan, Oscn, U rir)

5 Tendency to heighten ou (Oscan, Urnbricn)

Thus we find the fo11owin relationships

(1) Faliscan Urnbrian

Latin jOscan

() ) Faliscan Umbrian

L Latin Oscnn

(5) Faliscon

Latin

(2) Faliscan -Urnbri an

(4) )Fa1iscanUaDricnj

Latin Oscan

Umbrian

\Oscan

From these diagrams we get the jm’Dressjon that Oscan and Umbrian are fairly
close, althou far from being identical,cnd that Latin and Faliscan are
independent of each other benesth Proto—Italic0 But, of course, we really
need more data, especially from the ‘in—between dialects to got a better
picture0

4 2 rpholo

While the phonology of one language can affect that of its neighbour,
it is rarer to find the morphology or syntax of one language passed on to a
nearby languaga Such a change is obviously very fundanental, and
identical aorpbological or syntactical stages are usually found to be due
to a common source rather than any subsequent contact0 In the case of the
Italic dialects the morphologies are remaikbly similar and betray few deeper
linguistic affinities0 Many forms are missing and comparison is therefore
fragnentary, but some examples will show the unmistakable Indo—iropeanncss’
of the dialects and their close relationship0

noun declension: a—stem Latin Faliscan Oscan Umbrian

Singular: a )ainative
vocative
accusative
geni tive
dative
ablative

Plural: nominative
accusative
vocative
geni tive
dative
ablative

-am, -a
— as
-ci
—ad

—a —c —u, —o —a, —U0 —o

-tu1

-cs)-ae
—ce

—no
—as
- no
—arurn
—is
—is

-an,
—as
— ci

- ad
—as
—as

- asurl]
—ais
— ci S

—a —am, —a
—as, — .i.

—e

—as
— as

-arom
—es, er
—es cr
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o—otern Latin Faliscan Oscan Urnbrian

Singu1r nominative -us —os, -O —fls —flS

vocative —e —e

accusative —urn —urn —cm, —urn, —u

enitive —i —osio, —i —eis —es, —or, —e

dative —O —oi —Ui, —oe —e

ablative -o -ud, -od -u
Plural : nominative —i —us, -05 -us, “ur, —er

accusative —Os —us, —os —uf, —u

genitive —orum —ozorn —oru

dative —is —uis, —oes —es, —is, —ir

ablative —is

Verb conjugations:

Present tense

1st person sing0 statuo statuo
2nd person sing0 sthtuis seste
rd person sing0 cubat

habet habe
3rd person plu, cubant cuiat

Future tense

1st person sing0 bibam
2nd person sing0 ?-bis enes
3rd person sing0 feret ferest

iurabit deivast
3rd p orson plu0 censebunt censazet

Perfect tense

1st person sing0 ? -i pepnrai

_______

3rd person sing0 dedit -‘ dedet
fuit fefure

3rd person plu0 fecerunt f(if)iqnd
fuerunt fufens

Present_infinitives

esse oZur.i

dicere deicum

facere fatiurn faciu, facu

Among this fragmentary evidence, where comparisons can be misleading because o±
the lack of certainty surrounding the etymology and form of some inflexions,
we can see a few items which suggest affinities between dialects0 We have
already seen the eight morpho1oical points which Palmer used as evidence for
the common source of the Italic dialects beneath ProtoIta1ic; from the data
above we may extract a few further interesting details0

First of all, in the a—stem nouns, we notice the agreement of Oscan and
Umbrian against Latin in the form of the nominative plural, —as against—ac0
Then, in the c—sterns, the nominative singular forms n Oscan and Umbrian agree
against Latin and Faliscan in including a nasal element,—ns against —us or -
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The genitive singular also shows some interestingly different forms;
Faliscen appears to retain I—E ‘—osyo, although Palmer doubts the
reliability of the form which is found once only in the word kaisiosio,
which he thinks might be a case of dittography; Oscan reads —eis;
Umbrian reduces this diphthong, as we might expect, to —es or —er;
end Latin has -i The nominative plural shows Latin as the exception -

all the other dialects have an ending in —s, including Faliscan where
—e probably represents -es, final consonants usually being omitted
in Faliscan (as later happened in Latin)0

Among such verb forms as are attested in Faliscen, Oscan, and
Umbrian, there are three points of interest0 Firstly the form of the
future tense in Oscen and Umbrian differs from thal found in Latin and
Faliscan0 In the latter dialects we find future tenses formed by the
addition of the suffix —ho or by the mutation of the final vowel (regan,
rees, etc0), denending on conjugational-class, but Oscon and Urnbrian

have only a form, similar to the latter, which is thought to be subjunctive0
Secondly the perfect tense is formed in any of five or six ways by the
Italic dialects, but cognate verbs may form their perfect tense differently
in the various dialects0 Thus the Faliscan fifiked corresponds to Latin
fecit ‘he made, orfinxtt ‘he fashioned’, both of which spurn reduplication
although the earliest Latin text, discovered at Praeneste, contains the
form fhefhked ‘he mnd&0 The perfect of the verb ‘to be’ is reduplicated
in OscanTTns ‘they were’) and Urnbrian (fefure ‘he was’), but in Latin the
form is oral, ercnt ‘ho was, they were’ 0 Lastly the infinitive in Latin,
Oscaxi, and Umbrian is in the form of a particular case of the verbal noun,
but the case and the dcclensional—type are different in Latin on the one
hand, end Osco-Umbrian on the other hand0 In fact the Oscen and Umbrian
infinitives are reminiscent of the Latin construction of supine and the verb
to go’ which are used to convey the idea of purpose to a limited extent;

cubitum eo am going to sleep’0

The picture which the rorphology of the Italic dialects gives us is
precisely that which bece apparent from their phonology, namely that
the dialects started out from a common position and developed their own
distinctive features, Oscan and Umbrian retaining a more similar appeararwe
than any other two Italic dialects0 The sparse nature of the data
does not enable us to draw any firm conclusions about relationships,
but the form of the future tense in —ho (-fo) suggests that Latin and
Faliscan might be related beneath Proto—Italic against the obvious
grouping of Oscan and Umbrian0 The similar morphology of the perfect
tense implies that Proto—Italic had already developed parallel forms
which were accepted or rejected by its dialects, and this idea is confirmed
by the similarity of the infinitives in concept, but not in form0

43 Lextcon

Many dialectal words are attested by ancient anthors, but such words

are of use in establishing linguistic affinities only when we find them

in more than one dialect, and the number of such forms, as we shall see,

is very small0 Again, the unbalanced nature of the evidence means that

a word which is common in Latin, but not attested in the other dialects,

may wel be dialectal, but we have no way of knowing the fact0
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The most commonly cited dialectj word is that for kidneys’ which

was found at Pracneste and Lanuvium, both in Latiuai, as nebrunp

and neironos respectively (=Gk0uEppo( , German ioo) In addition

Fostus TEE. 150 ID) rcmrked that the ancients used nefrundinos,

presumably at Rome, and P’-’ulus, a. little later, also mentioned the

form ncfrondes0 The fact that some form of the ord was found at

Rome ditracts from the value of thc word in establishing orinal

lirmuistic affinities in Italy Similarly the other frequently cited

word is of little use for our purposes; tonritio is attested at Prac—

neste, and tcnai.nud (and other forms) in Oscan, meaning ‘opinion’ (=
think’ ) But the early Latin author Ennius (?—169 BC) also used the

form tongont ‘they will think’

I have been ablc to find only three words which we pair consider as

evidence of some relationship between the It -lie dialects, although we

must bear in mind that the borrowing of individual words by one language

from another is probably of least significance in discovering any common

source for these two languages — ledcal items, after all, do not upset

the internl structure of ‘ lnguago0 In Sabine, an Oscan dialect, we

find cameo ‘old and in Oscan itself casno with the sane meaning; their

common source has been ciuestioned, but they are generally considered to be

drawn from the s-rie etymon0 Porculeta. ‘the space between :two vines is

found in both i1arsian, a dialect of Oscan, -nd Urnbrian0 nally the form

cenaculum ‘dining-room’ is found in Latin at Tusculum, and in Faliscan0

Once -in we see evidence, albeit fr from convincing, for a relation—

shin between Osc na and Urabrian aginst Latin and Faliscan, but, a.s I have

said, the ledcon is the least satisfactory area for determining linguistic

affinities, and in the case of the Italic dialects there is not enough

evidence to prove anything satisfactorily0

5 Conclusions

We have looked at some of the evidence of the centr1 Italic dialects

with a view to establishin affinities between those dialects0 Generally

we hve seen that there is a. great scarcity of data, although a. teore thorough

sifting of the data, particularly that of tho Oscan minor dialects, might

produce some interesting new possibilities0 But, from what we have seen,

are there any conclusions which can be drawn? I think so, for we have seen

a dri ft towards a two—branched stenma, Latin—Faliscan, and Occo—Umbrian0
The form of the future tense in Latin and Faliscan would be a remarkable

parallel development, if we believe that Faliscan and Latin are not connected

below the level of Indo-Etropean, but their agreraent would be more easily

explained if the two dialects wore descended from Proto—Italic after Oscan

and Umbrirn had already become recognisably different0 But we need not

necessarily assume that Latin and Faliscan peeled away from Proto—Italic

at the same time0 Rather we may picture an Osco—Umbrian migration away
from the area of Proto—Itelic before the form of the future in —ian developed0
Then the tribes who wore to become Latins and Fal±scans migrated separately
and itor influenced each other through gcogrpi’ic prodaity0 Thus we nay

represent the situation graphically in terms of a. Stanrabaum diagram which
incorporates the idea of Proto—Italic as a diachronic dialect moving through

time

• .rrp\
THE J j’Jg I (

SCCE ROD
EEIaR
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Ti:::e Proto—Italic

Osc:n Umbrjan

Latin

Faliscn I

\1

Alternatively we may represent the situation by means of a di g’xn which
brings in the notion of geogrphic space:

( Fali so an _——--—-._.... ( Osc an N

Pro to - It Eli c

But, of course, both diagrams are lacking an essential dimension; the
choice has to be made between time and space, whereas both are significant
in the development of dialects0 The first diagram does not convey the
idea that the dialects split and than cane back to influence each other
throui pro3dmity, and the second diagram misses the point that Proto—
Italic, the missing link, not have been the sane at the point in
time that various dialects became perceptibly different froa the parent
language. In addition the evidence which we can asser.ibie is never
synrhronic, and leads to a hotch—potch picture of the dialects.

For dialoctological urposes, the Italic dialects reveal that a

scarcity of data over a geographical area renders the elucidation of

linguistic relationships very difficult. We tend to lack the grey’
areas .‘hich shof.the gradual merng of one dialect into another. 4

Phonemic distinctions are obscured, and we may usually only act on a
phonetic level at the very best — at worst we are reduced to grhemic
analysis. But we can always hope that more inscriptions will come to

light and help us to clarify a situation which is not alto•ether confused.

Appendix A : io_lipr

PIE L ati ii Fali scan Osc an Umbri an

‘forth’ nor
t ‘let hir.000’ —to —to —tu
*k ‘I shall abstain carebo carefo kasit

let him sing’ canito kanetu

b ‘I shall drink’ bibam
‘timber’ trabs triiburn trebeit

* d ‘he gave’ declit —ded deded
g ‘silver’ rt arcant elom aragetud
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1bh ‘bean’ fba heba

‘I shall abstein carobo carefo

‘white’ elbus alfo- alafa

cih ‘he fashioned’ findt fifiked feihuss

‘let him meke’ feciat faci

‘aedile (magistrate)’ aedilis efiles

red (fem)’ rubra

_____

gh ‘I pour’ fundo
‘vessel for pouring huticiloa

‘he .seys’ eit anetuzet

*k’ ‘when’ do cuendo

‘frur times cuater Deti rap ert

‘he came, shell have venit kubened

come’ venerit
‘heavy’
‘whirlpool’ surges

j”h ‘;ai-rn’ for::ius
snow’ elvis w

snea h—
it is SflOW].fl, iunguit -

‘mother’ mater mate rabreis ratrer

‘I!anjljus’ Manilius Manlleo
he c fl:.: e’ venit kunberied

‘he shell have come’ venerit
*1 ‘freedom’ libertns lofrta loufir (Paelignian)

‘red ruberis rufia
‘I shell chstain czrebo nrefo ksit

‘let him care,for’ curato kuratu

‘I stand’ ste sta steliu sestu

Aprendix 3 : The Italic vowels

PL Latin Faliscan Oscexi Umbrian

‘let him lead’ egi.to actud

‘field’

____

‘daughter
‘mother’ mater mate meatreis matrer

‘by a fine’ multm moltu

‘let him be’ esto ectud

‘silver’ rentum arcontelom araetud

‘let him carry’ ferto

____

‘to the emvoys’ letis
‘let him have’ habeto
‘I shall abstain’ careto carefo

‘who?
‘aaughter film hilem
‘of boundares’ Timitum liiinitum
‘may he be’ sit sei
‘forth’ flor—

___

*0 ‘rift donum dunum
nomen nome

‘let him sin canito kaetu

bove’ supra

______

‘tower (nec0)’ TEEm tiurru
rnnxurnus maxorno

‘fruits’ frues frif

‘aedile’ aedilis ofiles aidil

‘daughter (dt0)’ filian fileni

‘people (dat0)’ toutae
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Latin Fa1iscn Oscn Uibrjn

*au Paula Pain
bull’ tiirus taurorn turu toru* ei ‘to say’ dieere deicum

‘divine (fem0dat) clivae deve* eu free’ liber loufir luufrei s
‘freedom libertas loifirta,

loferta
‘people’ touta totmioi ‘I use’ utor uittjuf

ludus loidos
ou Lucius Lad

I have been unable to find evidence of the foliowind correondences

/i0sc.; *0>2/u Osc.,, oUrnbr0; *oFnl.;

u Fal., u Osc.; eu> 2/o Fal.,, u Ose,, u Umbr.,; V

*auvOSC *eje1?l; *oi)2/eU1br,
V

M.S.Beeler (1966) : The interre1ationshps within Italic, in H.Birnbaum and
J.Puhvel, Ancient Indo-ropean dialects0

C,D,Buck (1904) : A graninarof Oscan and tLibrian, Boston.
R.S. Conway (1887) : Verner’ a Law in Italy London,

(1897) : aJic dialects, Cabride. V

A,Ernout (i06) : Le psrler de Prneste, MSL XIII, Paris, 293—349.
(1909) : Lea 1ments dialectauxduvocabulairela.tin, Paris.

G,Giacomelli (1963T1 Ln1j.a1isc1,1orence.
W,P.LeImarjn (1952) : Pto-Thdo-roan phono1o,, Austin.
W.M.I.d.ndsay (1894) : The Latin 1eniage, Oxford.

VT.Iamsen (1850) : Die unterjtaljschen Dialekte.
L.R.Palmer (1954) : The Latin 1ani, London.
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FON ON GR DPJMk

Some readers may be interested to know that I have bought a

number of books from the late Jim .tton s library. These
include his Oxford Texts of the Athenian th’amatists, which are

of particular interest as their margins are richly annotated

with references to parallel passages, tecbunl conjectures,
metrical corrients etc. etc, I shall be quite hapay to lend

these volumes to any serious student, or (in the case of single

plays) to provide photocopies.

I should perhaps add that all JIm’ s actual manuscript
material, as opposed to marginalia, remain in the possession
of Mrs. Fitton, who is shortly moving to the Orkneys,

David Harvey,

53, Thornton Hill,
Exeter.

ECIAL JD THEATIQES OF CYPRUS

The Editor of the journal !uitr has recently published
the following moving letter from Dr. Vassos Kerageorghis of the

Department of Antiquities, Nicosia, which we would like to bring
to the notice of our readers:

20 August 1974.

You are no doubt aware of the calamity which has fallen upon

us within a period of one month. We have seen our hopes and dreams

crumble to pieces and we are faced with a very oomy future. The

morale is very low end I really wonder if we are ever to stand on our

feet again. I supp we should be thankful, those of us who survived,

of being still alive.

In all this turrioil rrchaeo1or has suffered considerably. We have

lost some of our finest monuments, I mention Salamis and my heart is
breaking. I still cannot realise that it is true.

But life must go on. When all the bitterness is forgotten we must

start again, All civil servants have offered to work for seven days a
week but this is not enough. The damages amount to several hundreds of

rriillions of pounds, There are one hundred thousand homeless refugees.
Naturally I wouldn’ t even dream of asking government to give me any money
for Antiquities (restoration of damaged monuments, excavations etc.),
For this purpose I am appealing to all friends of Cyprus and an rrJ personal
friends to help me if they can and with whatever sum they wish, I propose
to create a ‘Special Fund for the Antiquities of Cyprus’. By writing to

you I would ask you to help in letting other people know of our needs. I1T

ambition is to keep the standard of the Department of Antiquities to the
height I have toiled to bring it during the last ten years or so. I
feel confident that with the help of my friends I may succeedi’

Comment would be superfluous. Dr. Karageorghis address is

Department of Antiquities, Nicosi a, Cyprus.
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CCAVATIONS ON THE APPIAN WAY, 1817,

The recent Aristotle coetition has made it clear to .ie that it
is much easier to gather information by asking for it in the columns
of Pegasus than by searching for it oneself Perhaps readers can
help me with this question I have recently bought an ink end pencil
drawing by the Revd. W.H,Barnard (1769-1818), which has the following
insciption on the back: tRorne Nov. 12th 1817 on excavation naldng by
Lord Temple near the Capo do Bove. It shows a group of men busy with
picks, shovels end wheel—barrows a few feet below the tomb of Caecilia
Metella on the Appian Way, under the supervision (‘?) of some gentlemen
in top hats. Background information would be very welcome.

David Harvwy, Dept. of Classics,
University of Exeter.

NOW IT CAN BE PEVEtL.

en exenination paper on Roman history:

It may be that Livy never took part in military affirs in his own
lifetime and that his apparent ignorance is in fact wholly genuine.

* * S * * * * * S * S * * S

Irnmaculus desired to wage
War on the evils of his age,
Thus set up as a satirist.
The happy sinners’ senses missed
His cunning couplets’ deep contempt,
So now he’s oermanently pissed
And sells his wife to pay the rent.

Last night I could not sleep, so picked a book
At random from the pile beside the bed,
Switched on the bedside lanp. And then I read
The tale of Aeneas whose mighty look
Plucked proud Mezentius to death, end took
No pity on his son; who, hurled from Troy
By the decree of gods, soiled with his boy
To build another empire; Carthage shook
For Dido, earth far ilium underfoot,
While those long dead dissolved in life’s embrace —

And all that strange sea—journey to the place
Ordained. But when, at sunrise, I awoke,
This day’s dawn made Rome’s thousand years no more
Then a whier of the sea upon the shore.

Tom Phillips
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To Clio

Clio, I tried to bre the your scent
And twist your heir around my wrist.
I tried to drown inside your mouth
And other myself upon your breast.

I gave you the unpolished jewel of 1 my youth,

The f2woyr, of ideas and the sweetrneats of thought —

I even dared to give you my love;
From the top of Olympus you threw them down.

.nd now I am left on the Isle of Despair.

I see you laughing at my tears

While lovers, like buzzards sip your kisses,

pping caresses while you sadie on,

Giving them evexything, rnockin my pain.

Let others seek your fetid charms.

I shall live among the snakes
Of bitterness, and the slugs of Hope.

Anonymous Contribution.

ITION

We offer a prize of £1 for the best limerick received on a (mor

or less) classical theme. The winning entry will be published

in the next issue of Pegats, and runners-up may appear from

time to time thereafter. The identity of the judges is such

a closely—guarded secret that we havenvt even decided on them

yet.

tries should be addressed to ie Editor, Pejasus, 53, Thornton

1Lll, ceter, and should reach her before ll Fool& Day (April 1st)

1975. Limericks in Hebrew or Arabic will be disaualiuied.

ARISTOTLE ON All FOURS: ADDENDA

Since the publication of my note on Aristotle on All Fours

gjsl7, pp. 21-23), my attention has been drawn to some further

iconographical mterial:

1. In 1968/9 the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1’ew York, gave

an exhibition of medieval art from private collections. according

to a contributor to Archaeolor 22 (1969), 138—9, the exhibition

included “two representations of the fable of Phyllis riding on the

back of the philosopher Aristotle, one an aquanile, the other a

copper plate. In the latter, especially, medieval humour is at

its most blatantly ribald”. There is a catalogue of the exhibition

by Ca.rsen G6mez—reno (New York, 1968), hopefully (as they say)

illustrating these two pieces.

Cont, . . . .
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2. r. Richard Sorabji of Kins College, London, wrote to me in
October l74 to inform me of “an exe1lent piece by George Sarton in
Isis 14 (i9O), 8—19 on the Phyllis legend. It has”, he continues,
“several fascinating woodcuts of Aristotle and Phyllis, he drooling,
she voluptuous. It also gives several extra details — e.g. the
edstence of a forgeit game celled cheval d’Aristote, and references 3to ivories carved with depictions of the scene.”

3. Gilbert Highet, The Classical Tradition (Oxford, 1949) p.578
n. 33, refers to J.Bêdier in L. Petit de Jufleville’ a Histoiredela
langue et de la 1ittrature françsise II, 76f as well as to Serton’ a
article, and adds St.—Va1ry—en—Caux to the list of churches in which
carvings of the subject can be found.

4. “The more I look at my copy of the Exeter misericord in that
King Penguin book, the less I feel the details fit Aristotle”, writes
Mr. Sorabji. His doubts are entirely justified: it is time to confess
that the misericord which was the startingpoint of this whole enquiry does
not in fact represent Aristotle at all.

Miss Avril Henry of the English department writes as follows: *

“For the record, I think the misericord in Exeter is not Aristotle,
but the traditional representation of a LOCUST as described in Revelation.
I haven’t M.D.Anderson Misoricords.... by me, but I expect it mentions this
as one of the “alternatjve interpretation&’ you mention. The clinching
detail is exactly the one you say is unexplained: the beast’s tail ending
in something like a snake’ a head indicates that it is a Scorpion—tailed Locust.
We have slides of the beast from the 14th—century English Apocalse NS:
Audio—Visual Room, slides 1% U 17 and 139 C 8, both filed under nnris:
Apocalyps& 11

Anderson does indeed mention this interpretation, and calls it “perhaps
the most convincing explanation. He quotes Revelation ix.?: “And the
shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto battle; and on
their heads were as it were croms like gold, and their faces were as the
faces of men”. Here Anderson ends the quotation, but it is the next few
verses (8—10) which, as Miss Henry says, leave no room for doubt: “And
they had hair as the heir of women, and their teeth were as the teeth of
lions. And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron, and the
sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses nmning to
battle. And they had tails like unto scorpions, end there were stings in
their tails; and their powar was to hurt men five months.

One could hardly ask for anything more explicit. Exit Aristotle,
pursued by a locust.

David Harvey.

NOTE:

Unfortunately the crossword solution was not available at the time
of printing. Interested parties should contact J. Whiteley Eso.,

c/c Classics Department
Queen’ a Building,
The Queen’s Drive,
Exeter ELF 4QH.

We hope at any rate to have it for the next edition.


